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1. Introduction. Let x=(x, x) e C. For a multi-index
eN, N=(0, 1, 2, ...), we set (x.)"=(x.3)"’(x.3)" where 3=(3,.),
3=3/3x, ]=1, 2. Let m>=0, N_>_I, s_>_0 be integers such that O<=sgm and
let s, ..., s be a set of integers such that l=sgsg... s... In this note
we are concerned with the convergence of all formal solutions of the
equation
(1.1) (Po(x )+ Q,(x x 3))u=f
where u denotes (u,..., u), f=(.f,...,f) is a given analytic vector
function and the operators P0 and Q are give.r by
(1.2) Po(x. )-- ( , a,(x )") ,,...,

lat / sj-sl k-,l ...,N

(1.3) Qs(x x.3)=( , b(x)(x’3)) 1,...,.
Il

_
m-s+s.t-st k--,1,...,N

Here a e C and b(x) are analytic at x=0. If s=0, then we may assume
that b(O)=O (lfl]=m+s-s) in (1.1). Hence we assume this from now on.

Concerning this problem Kashiwara-.Kawai-SjSstrand showed the con-
vergence of all formal solutions for a wider class of equations than (1.1)
under the so-called ellipticity condition (cf. [2]). Here we show a new
phenomenon when the ellipticity condition is not satisfied for equations
belonging to a subclass of equations studied in [2]. Namely we shall
introduce a new diophantine function F(t) and give a sufficient condition
for the convergence of all formal solutions in terms of F(t). We note
that this result is applied to the problem of holomorphic prolongation of
solutions across characteristic points.

Finally the author would like to give thanks to the referee who gave
the author useful suggestions in preparing this note.

2. Notations and results. For R0, d:>0 let us define the set F,
of holomorphic functions by

(2.1) F.={h(x)= hrxr/’!; KO independent of " such that

where Ihl denotes the usual maximal norm of N-dimensional vector h.
For a>__0 we define the function F(t) of t e C by

(2.2) F(t)={the set of all the cluster values of the sequence
when ,,/z e N and u, Zc}.

Remark. Obviously the function F(t) is multivalued in general.
Here we. list up some of its fundamental properties without proofs. The
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set F(t) is closed; F(t)= if re[0, o), F(0)=[0, c) if 0<a<l,
a>=l. In case t>0 is rational, t--b/a, (a, b)--1 then it o.llows that F(t)
=R’ (0<a<l), ={k/a; k eZ} (a=l), ={0} (a>l). On the other hand if
t>0 irrational then F(t)--R’ (0a<=l), F(t)O (la2). In order to
study the case a2 we expand t into the continued fraction t=[ao, a,,a.,...]
where ao--[t], ao=t-ao, a-[an], 1/an+,--an-a n--O, 1, 2, .... We define
q by q+--aq+,+q, q--O, q.-1, n--l, 2, .... Then in case a>2 the set
F(t) is equal to the set of all the cluster values of the sequence {(--1)-’
q-/a_,} (n--l, 2, ...) when n tends to infinity.

Let p(V) and q_,(V) be the characteristic matrices of Po(x.3)and
Q(0 x.) respectively i.e. the matrices which are obtained from (1.2) and
(1.3) by replacing x.3 with V and then setting x--O and ]fl[=m--s+s-s.
Let r(p--1, ..., P0) be the roots of the equation det p((t, 1))--0 and let m
be its multiplicity.

We assume the following two conditions.
(A.1) det P(V) =/=0 or V= (1, 0) and (0, 1).
For a positive integer we define the set F(t) by F(t)--{r; r e F(t)}.
We take a circle C (p-l, ..., Po) in the complex plane C which encircles

r but no other r(#=/=p). Then
1 tr {(t--r)-’p((t, 1))-’q_ ((t, 1))}dr e --F/(%)(A.2)

2=i c
for p--l, ..., P0 where tr in the integrand denotes the usual trace o a
matrix and the integral is taken in the positive direction. Then

Theorem 2.1. Suppose (A.1)and (A.2). Then there exists Ro>O such
that for any R<=Ro, d max (3, s+ 1) and for any f e F,,, all formal solu-
tions of Eq. (1.1) converge and are contained in F,_,_.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose (A.1) and (A.2). Then there exists RoO
such that for any ORRo the following holds" If u is holomorphic in a
neighborhood of the origin and if (Po+Q)u is holomorphic in a neighbor-
hood of ]xl+lxl<=R then u is holomorphic in a neighborhood of
_R.

Remark. Let sl be an integer and suppose, that det p((r, 1))=0 or
some r>=0. Then it is easy to see that the surface (x)--Ixl+lx.l=R (RO)
is characteristic with respect to Po+Q at the point x such that
The above theorem can be applied to this case.

Remark. I Q--0 then we can give a. necessa.ry and sufficient con-
dition. We introduce, for t e C,

p(t)-- lim inf (inf [/t--
The fundamental property of this function is studied in [1]. Then we
can show that all formal solutions of the equation Pou--f converge if and
only if p(r)>0 for all r such that det p((r, 1))-0 and the condition (A.1) is
satisfied.
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